Real-Time Sentiment Analysis helps them understand and identify emotions.

P2P Technology: No servers are needed since video calling and sentiment analysis are client-side.

Code Simplicity: The simple code needed to integrate a ML model fits in an index card.

Motivation:
Remote work is on the rise since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Despite being college-educated, many Autistic people are unemployed.

Autistic people become easily exhausted from expressing and interpreting emotions.

Our Solution:
A video conferencing platform designed to help Autistic people enhance their social skills and succeed in the workplace.

Customizable UI allows them to eliminate any visual stressors that distract them from conversations.

Architecture:
Client A

Client B

express

mongoDB

Innovation:
P2P Technology
No servers are needed since video calling and sentiment analysis are client-side.

Self Tuning Model
We update ML models with new training data as the product is being used.
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